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Your career

BLS report indicates demand for 
trained, certified medical managers 
will grow fast
The good news for medical office managers is that the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (BLS) predicts that the employment for medical 
and health services managers will increase 23% between 2012 
and 2022. The BLS and other sources indicate that the baby boom 
population will spur growth in the healthcare industry as their need 
for medical services increases as they age. The BLS also indicates 
that employment in medical offices in particular is expected to grow 
as services shift from hospitals to office settings — due in part to 
changing technology. 
How can you set yourself apart from those seeking to gain entry to 
your profession and other managers already in the profession? How 
can you demonstrate to your physicians the value you bring to the 
medical practice? Consider continuing education and professional 
certification to demonstrate your experience and knowledge.

Value of certification
A BLS report on medical and health services managers notes that 
while office managers aren’t required to be certified, some managers 
do obtain certification. The report also noted that “[m]edical and health 
services managers advance by moving into more responsible and 
higher paying positions.” One way to move into a more responsible 
position is by obtaining advanced training, education and credentials.

™medical office manager

Managing Your office

Does your office need a “medical 
scribe”?
In an effort to focus more on patient care and less on the clerical 
aspects of the job, physicians are increasingly turning to medical 
scribes. If you’re not familiar with the term “medical scribe,” you’ll 
definitely want to read on.
In many ways, a medical scribe is a new spin on a longtime position. 
For decades, physicians have dictated notes into a tape recorder, 
relying on transcriptionists to convert to typewritten reports.

(continues on page 3)

(continues on page 11)
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Medical Office Manager wants to send you $100
Tell us how you solved a problem or implemented a successful program 
– or share any idea we can use in our Reader Tip column and we’ll send 
you $100. Contact paula@plainlanguagemedia.com.  

Reader tip
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Virginia manager uses contests to help 
turn staff into a team
A new manager set building staff teamwork as her first goal. And 
she decided that the best way to reach that goal was to make it fun.
So she set up contests that require the staff to work and think 
together and come up with ideas that will benefit the office. The 
neurological practice in Virginia has eight physicians and 36 staff.
The first contest was held in a restaurant during a staff dinner. For 
that, she asked each department to figure out a way to improve 
patient flow in its own area and also to tell how it receives help 
from another department.
The department heads presented the ideas, and the physicians 
selected the best presentation. Each presenter got a teamwork pin, 
and the winner received a mall gift certificate.
The presentations were fantastic, the manager said. One group, for 
example, brought in a puzzle made of erasers to show how all the 
departments have to work together. Another made a sign with a 
diagonal line drawn through “BMG” – which stood for “bitching, 
moaning, and groaning.”
The next contest was held at the end of the day, and there staff gave 
suggestions for saving money. Participation was individual instead 
of by department so everybody had a chance to win.
Again, the doctors chose the winning idea, which was to compile 
the daily correspondence to referring offices in single envelopes 
instead of mailing each item separately. All that correspondence is 
now brought to a box with a divider for each practice plus a large 
envelope already addressed. At the end of the day, the staffer in 
charge fills all the envelopes and mails them out. That staffer is 
also responsible for the mailing list, so the addresses stay updated. 
Besides saving postage, the system means staff don’t have to 
address an envelope for each piece of correspondence.
For the after-hours meetings, staff are paid overtime. The 
physicians come to the meetings and they enjoy them as much 
as the staff do, the manager says. They also say it makes them 
appreciate what the staff do.
What the contests are doesn’t matter, she says. What counts is that 
everybody participates and that staff see they are a part of things and that 
their ideas are important and that they can make changes in the office.

mailto:paula@plainlanguagemedia.com
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While not specifically addressing the healthcare 
sector, a survey of human resources professionals 
indicated employers value professional 
certification. A survey conducted by HR 
Certification Institute and B2B International 
queried over 1,500 human resources professionals 
to “understand the awareness, perceptions, and 
value of HR and other professional certifications, 
certificates, and degree programs,” according to 
a press release announcing the survey results. 
The Institute indicated the survey showed 62% 
of US employers “consider professionally 
certified employees to have a strong impact on a 
company’s profitability.” The survey also indicated 
factors affecting the certification’s value include 
reputation of the entity awarding the credential, 
“experience-based exams” and continuing 
education requirements. The results of that survey 
are translatable to the healthcare sector and 
office managers. Certifications can demonstrate 
your experience, knowledge and commitment to 
continuing education. When you are looking for the 
right certification program for you, consider what 
the program requires of you and what areas of your 
knowledge or experience it “tests.” 

Types of office manager certifications
There are numerous certifications and credentials 
available for healthcare professionals. They 
range from general management certifications to 
certifications and credentials specific to particular 
tasks and activities performed by healthcare 
administrators such as compliance, billing and 
coding and information technology. There are 
several certifications that are specific to the medical 
office manager role and we limit our focus to those 
certifications for purposes of this article. 
Here is a summary of some of the certifications 
we found that are tailored specifically for medical 
office managers. We’ve listed them according to the 
number of years of work experience required for 
eligibility, starting with the program requiring the 
most experience.
Professional Association of Healthcare Office 
Managers (PaHcoM)
PAHCOM offers a credential titled Certified 
Medical Manager (CMM) for managers of 
solo and small group practices. The three-hour 
certification exam consists of 200 multiple choice 

questions answered in a proctored environment 
(at a testing center or the annual PAHCOM 
conference). Topics covered in the exam include 
insurance/managed healthcare plans, finance, risk 
management, contracting (healthcare and corporate 
contracts), data management, human resources, 
communication, administrative issues (managing 
and leading staff, time management), clinical 
knowledge administration and marketing.
Applicants seeking the CMM credential must have 
the following to be eligible:

 j Three years of work experience in healthcare – 
in support of patient care in a medical practice 
or clinical setting

 j Twelve college credit hours in courses relevant 
to healthcare or business management. If the 
applicant has more than three years work 
experience, each extra year counts as one credit 
hour. 

 j Membership in PAHCOM
Those awarded the CMM credential have to obtain 
24 continuing education credits every two years 
and maintain PAHCOM membership to retain the 
credential.
Medical group Management association 
(MgMa)
MGMA offers two credentials for office managers 
through its certification division, American College 
of Medical Practice Executives (ACMPE): Certified 
Medical Practice Executive (CMPE) and Fellow of 
the American College of Medical Practice Executives 
(FACMPE). MGMA’s website describes the CMPE 
as “the only board certification in medical practice 
management.” Obtaining the certification requires 
taking a 175-question multiple choice test and an 
essay exam and completing 50 hours of continuing 
education. The multiple choice test lasts three hours 
15 minutes and the essay exam lasts 90 minutes. The 
MGMA website offers a free “Personal Inventory” 
and a “Body of Knowledge Quiz” and sample essay 
questions to help applicants self-assess whether 
they are ready to take the exam. Applicants can also 
purchase a workbook and “Knowledge Assessment” 
to help them prepare for the exam. 
Eligibility requirements:

 j 2 or more years of experience in healthcare 
management, including at least 6 months 
supervisory duties and “significant functional 

(Demand for trained, certified medical managers, continued from page 1)



Medical assistant certifications
Based on our review of some help wanted advertisements, some 
medical offices prefer a manager also have some clinical involvement 
and require a Medical Assistant. There are several certifications for 
medical assistants.

If you are interested in obtaining a medical assistant credential, the 
National Commission for Certifying Agencies, part of the Institute 
for Credentialing Excellence, accredits five certifications for medical 
assistants:

 j Certified Medical Assistant (CMA) from the American Association 
of Medical Assistants (AAMA)

 j Registered Medical Assistant (RMA) from American Medical 
Technologists

 j National Certified Medical Assistant (NCMA) from the National 
Center for Competency Testing

 j Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) from the National 
Healthcareer Association

 j Certified Medical Administrative Assistant (CMAA) from the 
National Healthcareer Association
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responsibility” in at least one domain from the 
Body of Knowledge for medical executives

 j MGMA membership
The CMPE examination originally covered eight 
“domains” or areas of expertise relevant to practice 
management that the organization refers to as a 
Body of Knowledge. The eight domains are being 
revised effective December 2014 into six domains: 
business operations, financial management, human 
resource management, organizational governance, 
patient care systems and risk management. The 
other two domains, quality management and 
information management, are now being integrated 
into the other domains. 
After achieving CMPE board certification, 
managers are eligible for fellowship in ACMPE. 
Fellows can use the designation FACMPE. 
Fellowship requires completion of a professional 
paper or three case studies. The professional 
paper must describe the objectives and results 
of an investigation of a healthcare management 
topic. The topic and an outline must be submitted 
for approval to an ACMPE Professional Papers 
Committee for approval. Alternatively, a candidate 
can draft three case studies analyzing specific 
professional experiences. These must demonstrate 
problem-solving skills in management situations 
the individual has faced. The study must provide 
background information and discuss the merits of 
solutions considered and the ultimate course of 
action chosen. 
The ACMPE Certification Commission and 
MGMA Board review applicants monthly and vote 
to grant certification or fellowship as to qualifying 
applicants. Those who attain CMPE certification 
or FACMPE fellowship must gain 50 hours of 
qualifying continuing education every three years 
to maintain the credentials. 
Practice Management institute (PMi)
PMI offers a credential titled Certified Medical 
Office Manager (CMOM)®. Applicants take a four-
hour, 100-question multiple choice proctored exam 
covering the following topics: managed care and the 
medical practice, practice administration, personnel 
and time management and financial management. 
To be eligible, applicants must have at least one year 
experience in a medical practice or, if less than one 
year of experience, they must complete supplemental 
medical office training before enrolling.

Applicants can take a live preparatory program or 
an independent self-paced training program or live 
webinars before taking the exam. Alternatively, 
experienced managers can skip the preparatory 
training and just take the exam. Successful 
applicants must renew their certification annually 
with 12 CEUs needed each year. Nine of those 
credits must be in the core competencies: practice 
management, practice administration, accounting, 
budgeting, financial policies, medical records, 
contract negotiation, physician utilization, 
marketing, human resources, supervision/training, 
risk management, managed care, medical coding, 
provider reimbursement, practice compliance.
aaPc (formerly american academy of 
Professional coders) 
The AAPC offers an office manager credential 
titled Certified Physician Practice Manager 
(CPPM®). To earn the credential, applicants must 
take a 200-question, multiple-choice proctored 
exam in five hours and 40 minutes. For a fee, 
AAPC offers a 3-month online course for 20 CEUs 
or a 3-day boot camp for 22.5 CEUs to prepare for 
the exam. It also provides an online practice exam. 
AAPC’s website indicates the topics covered in 
the certification exam include: healthcare business 
processes (16 questions), healthcare reform (5 
questions), compliance (25 questions), quality in 
healthcare (5 questions), medical office accounting 
(25 questions), physician reimbursement (20 

http://www.credentialingexcellence.org/
http://www.credentialingexcellence.org/
http://www.aama-ntl.org/
http://www.aama-ntl.org/
http://www.americanmedtech.org/
http://www.americanmedtech.org/
https://www.ncctinc.com/default.aspx
https://www.ncctinc.com/default.aspx
http://www.nhanow.com/home.aspx
http://www.nhanow.com/home.aspx
http://www.nhanow.com/home.aspx


Sources
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational 
Outlook Handbook, 2014-15 Edition, Medical and health Services 
Managers; at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/management/medical-and-
health-services-managers.htm (visited May 29, 2014).

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook 
Handbook, 2014-15 Edition, Medical Assistants; at http://www.bls.gov/
ooh/healthcare/medical-assistants.htm (visited May 29, 2014).

HR Certification Institute and B2B International, Press release, “Study 
Shows that HR Professionals and Employers Place Value in Professional 
Certification, Consider Certified Professionals as Assets to Business 
Profitability,” June 27, 2010; available at: http://www.reuters.com/
article/2010/06/28/idUS134162+28-Jun-2010+BW20100628  
(visited May 29, 2014).  
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questions), healthcare revenue cycle management 
(25 questions), human resources (15 questions), 
marketing and business relationships (10 
questions), space planning and operational flows 
(10 questions), HIPAA (15 questions), electronic 
medical record (10 questions), health information 
exchange (3 questions), modern health IT (8 
questions), disaster planning (8 questions). 
To be eligible, applicants must have current 
AAPC membership. No professional experience 
is required but two years is highly recommended. 
Additionally, there is no requirement to have a 
coding credential but the AAPC website cautions 
“these are difficult, high level examinations and are 
not meant for individuals with little, limited or no 
coding or relevant professional experience.” 
To maintain the certification, managers must have 
36 CEUs related to practice management every 
two years. If the individual has more than one 
certification from AAPC (the organization offers 
specialty coding and compliance certifications), the 
CEU requirements will vary. 
center for individual excellence (cie)™ -cSMe 
accredited 
CIE™ and CSME offer the Certified Medical 
Office Manager Practitioner (CMMP) credential 
focused on the nonclinical side of the office. The 
basic training consists of a 90-hour basic medical 
office manager distance learning program and an 
online exam. The basic training is for those entering 
the profession. Applicants who have experience can 
take the advanced medical office manager training 
which is a 45-hour distance learning program in 
advanced topics with an online exam. After the 
advanced program is completed, the applicant is 
eligible to take the CMMP certification exam.
The CMMP certification is good for two years. To 
maintain certification, individuals need to obtain 24 
CEUs every two years.
Physician Office Managers Association of 
america (PoMaa) 
POMAA offers a Certified Practice Manager 
(CPM®) credential. Applicants need to be a 
POMAA member. Applicants can purchase study 
guides and practice exams to help prepare for the 
exam. The exam can be taken online or in person 
at one of POMAA’s conferences and seminars. 
One year of professional work experience is 
recommended but not required. Exam topics 

include principles of management, human resource 
management, OSHA, HIPAA, employment law, 
healthcare law. Twelve CEUs each year are 
required to maintain certification. 
In 2013, POMAA also introduced a Certified 
Medical Office Supervisor (CMOS®) certification 
for supervisors in front or back office, lab or 
clinical positions in a medical office setting. 
The Medical Management institute (MMi) 
MMI offers a Registered Medical Manager Training 
Program (RMM). The RMM training is a six-month, 
online learning program with an online certification 
exam. Both the training and the exam must be 
completed within six months of enrolling. The MMI 
website and brochure indicate the certification is 
designed for “physician-office based coders & billers 
looking to advance their careers as well as those 
looking to become a practice manager, business 
office administrator, or medical office staff member.” 
Topics listed in the syllabus for the program include: 
strategic planning, marketing, income distribution, 
benefits and wages, leadership, insurance plans, 
financial outcomes and controls, compliance, billing 
and coding, HIPAA, OSHA and CLIA. The training 
includes interaction with an assigned instructor. The 
program notes it is registered with and adheres to 
the Georgia Nonpublic Postsecondary Education 
Commission guidelines. 
To maintain the certification, managers must 
maintain membership in MMI and obtain 12 
continuing education units each year. Individuals 
who have more than one certification from MMI 
will need to obtain 6 additional CEUs for each 
additional certification.

http://www.bls.gov/ooh/management/medical-and-health-services-managers.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/management/medical-and-health-services-managers.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/healthcare/medical-assistants.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/healthcare/medical-assistants.htm
http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/06/28/idUS134162+28-Jun-2010+BW20100628
http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/06/28/idUS134162+28-Jun-2010+BW20100628
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Certification Table

Organization Certification Eligibility Exam Maintaining 
certification Topics covered

PAHCOM CMM

3 years work experience 
(supporting patient care; 
medical practice or clinical 
setting); 12 college credit 
hours in health care or 
business management 
courses; PAHCOM 
membership

3 hours, 200 multiple 
choice questions, at 
a testing center or 
PAHCOM conference

24 CEUs every 
two years 
and maintain 
PAHCOM 
membership

insurance/managed healthcare 
plans, risk management, contracting, 
data management, human resources, 
communication, administrative 
issues, clinical knowledge 
administration and marketing

MGMA CMPE

2 or more years in healthcare 
management (at least 6 
months in supervisory role); 
MGMA membership

A 3-hour 15 minute, 
175-question mul-
tiple choice test and 
a 90 minute essay 
exam and 50 hours of 
continuing education

50 CEUs every 
three years 
and MGMA 
membership

business operations, financial 
management, human resource 
management, organizational 
governance, patient care systems 
and risk management. the two 
domains now being integrated 
into the remaining six are: quality 
management and information 
management

MGMA FACMPE
CMPE board certification and 
MGMA membership

Completion of three 
case studies or a 
professional paper

50 CEUs every 
three years

PMI CMOM®

At least one year experience 
in a medical practice or 
supplemental medical office 
training

four-hour, 
100-question 
multiple choice 
proctored exam

12 CEUs needed 
each year; nine 
must be in 
specified core 
competencies

managed care and the medical 
practice, practice administration, 
personnel and time management 
and financial management

AACP CPPM®

AAPC membership;
2 years professional 
experience recommended 
but not required; coding 
knowledge or skills also 
recommended

200-question mul-
tiple choice exam in 
five hours 40 minutes

36 CEUs related 
to practice 
management 
every two years

business processes, health care 
reform, compliance, quality 
of care, accounting, physician 
reimbursement, revenue cycle 
management, human resources, 
marketing, operational flow, HIPAA, 
electronic medical records and 
information technology, disaster 
planning

CIE/CSME CMMP
Must complete basic and/or 
advanced training

Certification exam 
after completing 
advanced training

24 CEUs every 
two years

POMAA CPM®

POMAA membership; 1 
year of professional work 
experience is recommended 
but not required

The exam can be 
taken online or in 
person at one of 
POMAA’s conferences 
and seminars

12 CEUs each 
year

principles of management, human 
resource management, OSHA, HIPAA, 
employment law, healthcare law

MMI
Registered 

Medical 
Manager

MMI Membership

Online learning 
program and exam 
completed within 6 
months of enrollment

12 CEUs every 
year



 j AAMA – American Association of Medical Assistants, offers 
CMA certification. 

 j ACMPE – American College of Medical Practice Executives, 
certification division of MGMA which offers the board 
certification CMPE and fellowship FACMPE

 j AMT – American Medical Technologists, offers RMA 
certification

 j BLA – Bureau of Labor Statistics

 j CCMA – Certified Clinical Medical Assistant, certification 
from National Healthcareer Association

 j CEU – Continuing education unit 

 j CIE™ – Center for Individual Excellence™, offers CMMP 
certification in conjunction with CSME

 j CMA – Certified Medical Assistant, certification offered by 
the AAMA

 j CMAA – Certified Medical Administrative Assistant, 
certification offered by National Healthcareer Association

 j CMM - Certified Medical Manager, a PAHCOM certification

 j CMMP – Certified Medical Office Manager Practitioner, 
certification offered by CIE and CSME

 j CMOM® – Certified Medical Office Manager, a PMI certification

 j CMPE – Certified Medical Practice Executive, board 
certification through MGMA’s certification division, ACMPE

 j CPM® – Certified Practice Manager®, certification offered by 
POMAA

 j CPPM® – Certified Physician Practice Manager, certification 
offered by AAPC 

 j FACMPE – Fellow of the American College of Medical Practice 
Executives, through MGMA’s certification division, ACMPE

 j MGMA – Medical Group Management Association

 j MMI – Medical Management Institute, offers Registered 
Medical Manager certification

 j NCCT – National Center for Competency Testing, offers 
NCMA certification

 j NCMA – National Certified Medical Assistant, certification 
from the NCCT

 j PAHCOM – Professional Association of Healthcare Office 
Managers

 j PMI – Practice Management Institute, offers the CMOM® 
certification

 j POMAA – Physician Office Managers Association of America, 
offers CPM certification

 j RMA – Registered Medical Assistant, certification offered by 
AMT

 j RMM – Registered Medical Manager certification offered by 
MMI

Acronyms
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Your career
8 proven ways to totally destroy 
your credibility as a manager
A manager can have great knowledge and great 
skills, but without credibility with both doctors and 
staff, don’t expect success. What is credibility? It 
can be defined as “what we do and how we do it 
that causes others to respect and believe us.” The 
“what-we-do” is the tangible things – the work and 
its results. The “how-we-do-it” is the behavior that 
demonstrates a person’s capability. And it’s the latter 
that counts. Here are eight ways managers can kill 
credibility and at the same time kill their careers.

1. Decisions in the dark
Explain changes. To leave staff in the dark on the 
why of things tells them their opinions have no 
value. It’s also a hint that the manager doesn’t 

know enough about what’s going on to answer their 
questions. Particularly offensive is the situation 
where manager and staff discuss a matter and come 
to a decision. Then additional information comes 
in, the manager is forced to change that decision, 
and staff never hears the reason for the change. As 
a result, trust and credibility are lost. Staff have 
been duped. All of it could have been avoided just 
by telling them “your recommendations were good, 
but we had to make a change and here’s why.”

2. Dodging the blame
Own up to mistakes. Suppose the doctors complain 
that the billing is slow. Don’t respond with, “it’s 
So-and-So’s fault” or “I can’t get the front desk 
to turn in accurate data” or “we have had a lot of 
staff absences.” It’s not important whose fault it is. 
What’s important is the problem. Find out why it 

(continues on page 12)



Why you need this policy: One of the things that 
makes medical service delivery so tricky is that 
medical patients aren’t just customers or consumers 
of services; they’re a partner in a collaboration 
designed to ensure their health. At least they should 
be. Although it might be self-evident to you and 
your physicians, not all patients appreciate that 
treatment is a collaboration. So it’s incumbent on 
you to make this clear at the very outset.
How this policy helps you: In addition to 
explaining patients’ rights and responsibilities, 
and thereby establishing the basis of a 
successful collaboration, this Patient Rights and 

Responsibilities Policy helps your practice comply 
with U.S. law called the 1998 Patients’ Bill of 
Rights Act.
How to use this policy: You should post a copy of 
this Policy in a conspicuous place in your practice 
where patients can see it. Give each patient a copy 
of this Model Policy as part of their orientation 
to your practice. Some practices ask patients 
to sign their name to acknowledge that they’ve 
received, read, understood, and agreed to abide by 
the terms of the Policy. We’ve dispensed with the 
acknowledgement because we believe it creates 
extra paperwork to no good effect.

1. Statement of policy
The physicians and staff of ABC Medical Group share a common 
philosophy: Patients are to be treated not simply as customers 
but as partners working together to keep you healthy. We will do 
all we can to deliver you the best quality of medical care and a 
pleasant patient experience. But we will also count on you to play 
your part in making our collaboration a success.

2. Purpose of policy
ABC has created this Policy to lay the groundwork for establishing 
and maintaining the best possible relationship with its patients, 
to set forth our expectations, and to inform you of and protect 
your rights and responsibilities as a patient in accordance with 
a U.S. law called the 1998 Patients’ Bill of Rights Act, (copies of 
which are posted in prominent areas throughout the ABC Medical 
Group facility where patients can easily see them).

3. Your rights as a patient 
As a patient of ABC Medical Group, you have the right to:  

 j Receive medically necessary treatment delivered without 
discrimination based on race, color, creed, religion, national 
origin, gender, sexual orientation, disability, age, or marital 
status;

 j Receive quality services that are appropriate to your care 
needs delivered in a timely manner;

 j Receive treatment that is considerate, safe, dignified and 
respectful;

 j Receive complete information from your physician about 
your diagnosis, treatment, evaluation, and prognosis in 
terms and language you understand;

 j Know the identity and professional status of individuals 
providing medical services to you including the physician 
who has primary responsibility for your care;

 j Change primary or specialty physician or be referred to 
another facility to the extent available;

 j Refuse experimental treatments or procedures or 
participate in medical research;

 j Complete an advanced directive setting out your 
wishes regarding your health care should you become 
incapacitated or unable to express your desires;

 j Consult with a specialist at your request and expense;

 j Be notified by your physician about the medical risks 
associated with your treatment and other medically 
relevant information necessary to enable you to give 
informed consent before receiving the treatment;

 j Refuse treatment and participate in decisions involving 
your own healthcare (except when such participation is 
contraindicated for medical reasons);

 j Seek a second opinion with regard to your treatment; 

 j Have your medical records, history, and other personal 
health and private information kept confidential and not 
collected, used, or disclosed without your authorization 
(except where ABC Medical Group is permitted or required 
by law to collect, use or disclose that information without 
your authorization);  

 j Not have your care interrupted should your treating 
physician leave ABC Medical Group;

ABC Medical Group
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 j Obtain access to your medical records, history, and other 
personal health and private information; 

 j Be billed fairly in accordance with the terms set out in the 
ABC Medical Group Financial Policy; 

 j Examine and receive an explanation of your financial 
obligations regardless of who pays for your treatment; 

 j Ask questions and express concerns, complaints, grievances 
or comments regarding your medical treatment, billing or 
any other aspects of your experience as a patient of ABC 
Medical Group. 

4. Your responsibilities as a patient 
As a patient of ABC Medical Group, you are responsible for:  

 j Knowing about the terms of your insurance plan, including 
the benefits it covers; 

 j Scheduling appointments in advance in accordance with 
the terms of the ABC Medical Group Patient Scheduling and 
Appointments Policy; 

 j Furnishing ABC Medical Group accurate and up-to-date 
information about your current complaints, medical history, 

medications, allergies, insurance and other pertinent data;

 j Showing up on time for all scheduled appointments;

 j Notifying ABC Medical Group at least 24 hours in advance 
when you are unable to keep a scheduled appointment; 

 j Listening to your physicians, following the terms of the 
treatment they prescribe, and asking questions if you don’t 
understand their instructions; 

 j Immediately notifying your physician of important changes 
in your conditions or after you receive emergency care;

 j Treating all ABC Medical Group physicians, staff, fellow 
patients, and visitors with courtesy and respect; 

 j Making all required co-payments;

 j Ensuring that you fulfill your responsibilities with regard 
to payment of your treatment in accordance with the ABC 
Medical Group Financial Policy;

 j Obeying all health and safety regulations when you come 
to the ABC Medical Group facility, including the ban on 
smoking.  

BonuS Model PolicY
Termination of patient relationship 
Why you need this policy: There are lots of legitimate reasons to want to terminate relationship with a 
patient. In the best case scenario, termination makes sense when the patient is “cured” and no longer needs 
to see the doctor. More often than not, termination is necessitated by less favorable changes in medical 
conditions and often for aspects of the relationship having nothing to do with treatment — like a patient’s 
violence, theft and other inappropriate behavior. Unfortunately, as a matter of law and ethics, terminating 
patient care isn’t a simple matter. 
How this policy helps you: This Model outlines the provisions to include in a patient termination policy.
How to use this policy: Give all new patients a copy of this Policy as part of their orientation package. 

Your paid Membership to Medical Office Manager also includes full Premium Member access to MedicalOfficeMgr.com where 
you can access hundreds of searchable articles to help you be a better medical office manager. You can find out how to handle 
virtually any challenge you face in your office. You can also download hundreds of ready-to-use policies, forms, checklists, and many 
other practical “working tools” to make your job easier. Plus, you can stay up-to-date on the latest news, check out our new Job Board, 
gain valuable insight and help from leading medical office experts, and much more! 

If you do not yet have a username and password just call us NOW at 888-729-2315. One of our friendly Customer Service reps will quickly 
get you set up with unlimited access to the leading website for professional medical office managers. Don’t wait. Call today!

Join Us on MedicalOfficeMgr.com TODAY! 
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1. Statement of policy
To provide the best quality medical care and a pleasant 
patient experience, all patients are expected to carry out their 
responsibilities under the ABC Medical Group Patients’ Rights and 
Responsibilities Policy. ABC reserves the right to terminate any 
patient who fails to meet these responsibilities.

2. Purpose of policy
ABC Medical Group regards the termination of a patient as a last 
resort to be used only after attempts to resolve problems prove 
unsuccessful. The purpose of this Policy is to explain the grounds 
and procedures for termination. Our hope and expectation is 
that by making patients aware of the termination process, ABC 
Medical Group will never have to actually resort to it.

3. Grounds for termination  

1. Termination for misconduct: ABC Medical Group 
may terminate patients for behavior that it believes 
permanently and irreversibly damages the physician-
patient relationship and the respect on which it rests, 
including a patient’s:   

a. Persistent refusal to follow prescribed treatment 
protocols and procedures; 

b. Tampering, altering, improper or illegal use of 
prescriptions or medications;

c. Lying, furnishing false information, or misrepresenting 
the truth;

d. Acting in violent, harassing or abusive way to ABC 
Medical Group physicians, staff, patients, or visitors;

e. Theft of any ABC Medical Group property; 

f. Persistent failure to pay bills and honor financial 
obligations under the ABC Medical Group Financial 
Policy; 

g. Persistent failure to keep appointments and honor the 
terms of the ABC Medical Group Patient Scheduling 
and Appointments Policy; and

h. Engaging in any other misbehavior that ABC Medical 
Group, in its sole discretion, considers permanently 
damaging to the physician-patient relationship.

2. Termination for medical reasons: ABC Medical Group 
may also terminate patients for medical reasons to the 
extent it determines that continuing to treat the patient is 
no longer necessary or beneficial to the patient’s health and 
termination of treatment is in the patient’s best interest.

4. Termination procedure   

1. Immediate termination: ABC Medical Group reserves 
the right to immediately terminate patients who commit 
offenses that it deems to be intolerable. For example, 
patients can be terminated for engaging in acts of physical 
violence even if it is a first offense. 

2. Progressive discipline: For less serious offenses, ABC 
Medical Group will seek to use a system of progressive 
discipline that gives patients an opportunity to correct 
their offenses and terminate only when such attempts to 
fix the problem prove ineffective. Where possible, ABC will 
use the following progressive discipline procedure: 

a. Patients will receive a verbal warning after they 
commit a first offense that notifies them of what they 
did wrong and alerts them that they face additional 
discipline for further offenses; 

b. Patients who commit further offenses will receive 
a written warning and may be asked to enter into a 
written probationary agreement requiring them to 
meet certain conditions to continue to receive care 
from ABC Medical Group; 

c. Patients who violate the terms of their probationary 
agreement may then be terminated.

3. Termination letter: ABC Medical Group will send any 
patient terminated in accordance with this Policy a letter 
listing: 

a. A statement of the reason(s) for termination; 

b. The date on which the termination takes effect; and

c. A statement for the patient to sign authorizing ABC 
Medical Group to send his/her medical record to the 
new physician; and

d. A process the patient can use to appeal or comment on 
the termination.

5. Termination must not harm patient’s health  
ABC Medical Group will not terminate any patient, regardless 
of offenses committed, if it determines that terminating the 
treatment they receive from ABC will endanger their health and 
that the patient can’t receive equally effective treatment from a 
medical provider. Where possible, ABC Medical Group will give 
terminated patients a grace period of up to 30 days to find a new 
physician and make appropriate treatment arrangements before 
the termination takes effect.  

ABC Medical Group: Termination of patient relationship
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Now, thanks to electronic health records, data 
entry is direct. In today’s digital age, information 
is immediately entered into a laptop computer or 
tablet during a patient’s office visit. A medical 
scribe performing the task shadows a physician as 
he or she examines patients.

Why can’t the physician update patient 
records?
The data entry process is time consuming. When 
a physician attempts to do it herself, it can detract 
from the amount of time spent diagnosing and 
discussing treatment with a patient and/or it can 
cause scheduling issues.
As practices struggle to deal with already tight 
appointment windows, the cumulative effect of 
minutes lost per patient can have a significant impact.
Studies show that medical scribes improve 
physician productivity, and physicians who use the 
services of scribes report less stress.

How do you find a scribe, and what are 
the job requirements?
Scribes are often medical professionals in training 
for other positions, such as physician assistant. The 
opportunity to work closely with physicians and 
observe physicians as they interact with patients 
makes working as a scribe very attractive to people 
interested in medical careers.
The job requires technical skills, attention to detail, 
knowledge of medical terminology, ability to deal 
with changing priorities, ability to respond quickly 
to instructions, a pleasant demeanor, and patience 
while in the presence of patients.
“You’ve got to have a ton of cerebral horsepower,” 
says Michael Murphy, MD and CEO of 
ScribeAmerica, a medical scribe training and 
management company.
He tells Medical Office Manager that “horsepower” 
is a needed asset. A person has to be able to come 
up from intense study and preparation and get up to 
speed in a fast-paced medical office, Murphy explains.
And not everyone makes it, he says, citing a 50 
percent attrition rate.
ScribeAmerica’s program requires 120 hours of 
training, and it isn’t easy. In fact, Murphy says 
that medical assistants who attempt to transition to 
medical scribes often fail out of the program.

A scribe who completes training and meets other 
criteria is eligible for certification through the 
American College of Medical Scribe Specialists 
(ACMSS). The ACMSS administers an exam, 
the Medical Scribe Certification & Aptitude Test 
(MSCAT), which upon successful completion 
results in the Certified Medical Scribe Specialist 
(CMSS) designation.
If your practice doesn’t currently include a scribe, 
chances are a colleague’s practice employs one of 
these medical professionals. Murphy estimates that 
there are 12,000 to 13,000 scribes nationwide, and 
he says the number is growing – in part because of 
electronic health records but more because of the 
pressures of today’s health care environment, where 
everyone is asked to do more with less. 
ScribeAmerica currently operates in 41 states and 
employs more than 3,300 scribes, as well as 500 
higher-level medical professionals.

How does a practice implement a scribe 
program?
Murphy points out that scribes are for busy medical 
practices and advises against a scribe program until 
patient volume necessitates support.
Then, he recommends identifying goals for the 
program. For example, a goal might be to increase 
the number of patients a physician sees per day.
When assessing a scribe management company or an 
individual scribe’s level of expertise, it’s important 
to consider training, as not all programs are equal.
Once a decision is made to add a scribe to staff, 
Murphy recommends the practice embrace the 
scribe as part of the team; involve the person in 
day-to-day operations, meetings, and so forth. 
“Don’t treat them as a vendor, but as part of the 
family,” he says.
From an operational standpoint, he recommends 
understanding what scribes can and can’t do, 
and aligning expectations with what the job 
entails. The focus should also be on streamlining 
patient interaction with emphasis on distinct 
responsibilities among a team of three: physician, 
scribe, and medical assistant.
Finally, attention must be given to the bottom line. 
Medical scribes are typically paid between $10 and 
$20 per hour. 
However, in a busy practice, this expense may be 
offset by an increase in physician productivity. A 

(Does your office need a “medical scribe”?, continued from page 1)
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more efficient office may also result in greater patient 
satisfaction, which can lead to patient referrals.
At the same time, lower stress levels among 
physicians because of the support a scribe provides 

can have a positive impact on practices. “We’ve 
had many physicians say, ‘You’ve just extended my 
career by five years; I was so burned out I was going 
to retire’,” Murphy tells Medical Office Manager.  

is occurring and solve it. To the doctors, passing 
off blame is no more than a show of weakness and 
immaturity.

3. Self-deprecation
The manager makes a mistake. There’s a showdown 
with the doctors. Take responsibility for the mistake 
and learn from it. But stop there. Don’t get self-
demeaning. People derail their credibility when they 
rake themselves over the coals, either mentally or 
verbally. Learn the lesson and move on. Be cheerful 
and confident. What the doctors see is that their 
manager is in control and capable of improvement.

4. Inconsistency
A serious credibility killer is inconsistency in 
discipline and rule enforcement. Suppose the rule 
is that the doctors have to check off certain items 
on the encounter sheet. The billing department 
complains that Doctor A never checks those items 
off and is holding up the billing. The manager 
responds with “oh that’s just the way Doctor A 
is. Let’s take care of it this way. I’ll make sure it 
doesn’t happen in the future.” But the manager 
stops there and never addresses it with the doctor. 
The problem remains. Why the special treatment? 
Is the manager wishy-washy? afraid to confront the 
doctor? Follow the same set of rules for everybody.

5. The policy police officer
Credibility also calls for the common sense to 
recognize when a rule is outdated and the moxie 
to change it. Be more than a policy officer. When 
a staffer questions a rule, don’t automatically 
defend it with “that’s the policy and it’s not going 
to change, so live with it.” Besides evidencing 
insensitivity, that bespeaks a lack of influence in 
the office and shows the manager to be little more 
than a yes-person to the doctors. Suppose a staffer 
complains that the requirement to tally the cash 
twice a day is unnecessary and time consuming. 
Unless there’s some obvious reason for counting 
it twice, give some thought to the possibility 

that what was necessary in the past may now 
be out of date. Reviewing policies and making 
recommendations for change are part of the job of 
management. And so is risking a resounding “no” 
from the doctors. A manager earns tremendous 
respect and credibility simply by addressing issues.

6. Missed commitments
Follow through with commitments, particularly 
the small ones. Doctors are governed by detail, and 
to them, minor slip-ups are big failures. Showing 
up for a meeting five minutes late, not returning a 
doctor’s call, making a presentation without having 
full information at hand – things like that make them 
question the manager’s professionalism. Let it turn 
into a habit, and the manager becomes the office joke.

7. Trying to do everything
Don’t overextend. Don’t try to be all things to all 
people. Don’t try to please everybody. Taking on 
too much work sets expectations that can’t be met. 
Before making any significant commitment, tell the 
doctors, “let me do some research and find out how 
long this will take.” Ask where it should sit on the 
priority list. And don’t get bogged down with a lot 
of miniscule projects. Delegate the small tasks and 
focus on the larger projects.

8. Getting too chummy
And then there’s neutrality. The job of manager is 
by nature a lonely one. It’s a no-man’s land between 
doctors and staff. With no peers, no colleagues, and 
no advisors, it’s easy to get close with one side or 
the other simply to have a sense of belonging. Don’t 
do it. Don’t get aligned with either side. Don’t have 
lunch day after day with one or the other. Continued 
company-keeping with one group invariably draws 
the manager into conversations about the failings 
of the other. There’s nothing wrong with listening. 
But don’t take a position on what’s said. Don’t 
show agreement or disagreement, whether by word 
or by facial expressions. Listen and discuss, but be 
no more than the moderator. When neutrality gets 
questioned, staff see their manager as someone who 
is apt to stab them in the back. 

(Destroy your credibility as a manager, continued from page 7)



Let’s practice! 
How do you code the following?
This 60-year-old man presents to his physician with bilateral 
eye pain. His condition is diagnosed as nonulcerative bilateral 
blepharitis of the upper eyelids. What is the correct diagnosis 
coding for this case?

 j H01.001 Blepharitis (angularis) (ciliaris) (eyelid) 
(marginal) (nonulcerative), right, upper eyelid

 j H01.004 Blepharitis (angularis) (ciliaris) (eyelid) 
(marginal) (nonulcerative), left, upper eyelid

Rationale: Coders are instructed, “If bilateral is not available, 
assign a code for right and left.”  
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elecTronic HealTH recordS alerT
CMS proposes new deadline 
for “meaningful use” 
reporting compliance
In our last issue, we told you about the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) electronic 
health records (EHRs) incentive programs and 
meaningful use requirements. After we went to 
press, CMS released a proposed rule that would 
alter the timeline for meaningful use reporting. 
Washington, D.C., health care attorney at Alston 
& Bird, Paula Stannard, a former Health and 
Human Services (HHS) deputy general counsel 
and acting general counsel, explains the rule 
would, if finalized as proposed, give eligible 
professionals more time to comply with Stage 2 
and allow providers “to use 2011 certified EHRs, 
a combination of 2011 and 2014 certified EHRs, 
or 2014 certified EHRs to demonstrate meaningful 
use in 2014.” She notes that providers, including 
providers working on Stage 2 in 2014, would have 
the option of demonstrating meaningful use with 
Stage 1 objectives and measures, if they cannot 
fully implement 2014 certified EHRs because of 
delays in the availability of such EHRs. The rule 
also would extend Stage 2 through 2016.
The flexibility to continue to use 2011 Edition 
Certified EHR Technology (CEHRT) applies only 
for 2014 reporting and 2014 Edition CEHRT must 
be used for 2015 reporting periods. Using 2011 
Edition CEHRT affects the stage of meaningful 
use to which a provider can attest because, as CMS 
explains: “For example, 2011 Edition CEHRT alone 
does not have the necessary functionality required 
to meet the Stage 2 objectives and measures.” The 
CEHRT edition used will also affect the clinical 
quality measures providers can calculate.
CMS indicates in the proposed rule that this 
proposed change responds to comments from 
industry that availability of 2014 Edition CEHRT 
was limited and time to implement 2014 Edition 
CEHRT was too short. Therefore, CMS is allowing 
providers affected by the limited availability of 
2014 Edition CEHRT to take advantage of this 
flexibility. Public comments regarding the proposed 
rule must be submitted by July 21, 2014. You 
can access the proposed rule in the May 23, 2014 
Federal Register at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/
FR-2014-05-23/pdf/2014-11944.pdf.  

Eye diseases get their own new 
coding section under ICD-10
Chapter 7 is a new chapter in ICD-10 CM. No, 
your eyes aren’t playing tricks on you; in ICD-10 
CM, they get their own chapter. These conditions 
were previously included with Chapter 6, Diseases 
of the Nervous System and Sense Organs chapter 
in ICD-9 CM. Now they are covered in ICD-10 
CM Chapter 7: Diseases of the Eye and Adnexa 
(H00-H59). ICD-10 is the new coding set which 
must be in use by Oct. 1, 2015. 
Chapter 7 of ICD-10 CM contains specific codes 
for diseases of the eye that include infections, 
inflammation, lesions, deformities, and visual 
impairments among the many afflictions that a person 
can experience in the eye and the supporting structures.
Coding diseases of the eye requires the coder’s 
attention to detail including the distinct forms of 
the disease and whether the condition occurs on 
the right side, left side, or is present in both eyes. 
Important: If bilateral is not available, coders are to 
assign a code for right and left.
The terminology for some of the categories in 
Chapter 7 has been updated to reflect current usage. 
For example, the term “Senile Cataract” has been 
updated to “Age-Related Cataract.”
Anatomy knowledge will become more and 
more important with ICD-10. The eye has several 
structures and parts from the conjunctiva (H10-H11) 
to the cornea (H15-H22) to the lens (H25-H28).

coding update
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did You Make THe liST?
Top 10 cities with happiest 
medical practice patients  
Patients in San Francisco and Oakland appear 
to be happiest with their doctors, while the least 
satisfied American health care consumers live in 
other California cities as well as in New York State 
locales. This is according to an in-depth evaluation 
of the ever-contentious online reviews that many 
physicians denounce.
In a nationwide study, Denver-based Vanguard 
Communications – a health care marketing, public 
relations and communications technology firm – 
deployed special software to scour Internet reviews 
of 46,300 health care providers on Google+ and 
Yelp.com websites.
Vanguard’s software collected ratings of individual 
doctors, group medical practices, clinics and 
hospitals in the 100 largest U.S. cities. Vanguard 
then ranked each city according to its average 
patient rating on the five-star scale used by both 
Google+ and Yelp.com.

Happy Patient Index
Vanguard tabulated the results in what the firm is 
calling the Happy Patient Index (HPI), providing 
a comparative snapshot of the state of satisfaction 
with American health care.
Cities in New York and California account for eight 
of the 10 unhappiest municipalities in the HPI, 
while cities with the happiest patients are spread 
coast to coast (and beyond) in nine different states 
in virtually every region, including Hawaii.

Most reviews good
Vanguard also discovered that the majority of 
online reviewers gush over their health care 
providers: 56.8 percent give their physicians four 
stars or better; only one in eight doctors (12.1 
percent) gets an average of less than two stars.
“From these findings, I’d say that doctors get much 
better reviews than hotels, restaurants and retail 
businesses,” said Vanguard CEO ron Harman 
king. “Another discovery is that you can find 
happy patients everywhere, not just in sunny, warm 
places but also in relatively cloudy and damp 
locations such as Cleveland and Seattle.”

The happiest 10 cities

1. San Francisco / Oakland, CA
2. Honolulu, HI
3. Indianapolis, IN 
4. Seattle, WA
5. St. Louis, MO 
6. Cleveland, OH
7. San Jose, CA
8. Austin, TX 
9. New Orleans, LA

10. Birmingham, AL

Who is unhappy
The unhappiest 10 cities in the HPI (starting with 
the unhappiest):

1. Bakersfield, CA
2. Modesto, CA
3. North Hempstead, NY 
4. Sacramento, CA 
5. Buffalo, NY
6. Riverside, CA
7. Orlando, FL
8. San Bernardino, CA
9. Washington, DC

10. Huntington, NY

No clues
Vanguard’s evaluators looked for correlations 
between rankings and each city’s population 
size and average income, age and educational 
attainment, as well as political leanings (blue cities 
versus red) – and even percentage of residents with 
health insurance – but found no such connections.

Not money
In concert with the saying that money doesn’t 
buy happiness, wealth does not appear to 
affect patient satisfaction. Three of America’s 
wealthiest cities rank in the 20 unhappiest with 
their doctors: Arlington, Va. (median household 
income of $102,459, according to the U.S. 
Census), Huntington, N.Y. ($105,426), and North 
Hempstead, N.Y. ($104,378).
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Not low income
At the same time, three of the top-10 happiest cities 
have mean household incomes below the national 
mean of $51,017: Indianapolis ($42,144), St. Louis 
($34,384) and Cleveland ($26,556).

Growing controversy
Online doctor reviews have fueled growing 
controversy over their accuracy and fairness, 
particularly among the medical profession, with 
some doctors suing their patients over comments on 

the Internet. Nonetheless, a recent study published 
in the Journal of the American Medical Association 
reports that among patients who used physician-
review websites, 35 percent have selected healers 
based on good reviews, while 37 percent avoided 
doctors based on bad reviews.
For more information including rankings of all 
100 cities and details on the study methodology, 
please visit VanguardCommunications.net/hpi-100-
rankings/.  

A contractor arrangement is ideal for special projects and tasks 
that fall outside the scope of typical office activity.
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Managing Your STaff
Use contract employees and 
temporary workers to solve 
difficult staffing issues
If your medical practice is like most, it’s difficult to 
make a case for adding full-time office staff.
And it’s no wonder. The benefits associated with 
a full-time employee in the healthcare industry — 
including Social Security, 401k/403b contribution, 
disability insurance, health insurance, pension plan, 
and paid time off — add approximately 40 percent 
to an employee’s salary, according to Salary.com, a 
leading provider of salary information. 
In theory, that 40 percent per full-time employee 
could pay the salary of a part-time employee. But it 
doesn’t work that way. Meanwhile, there’s only so 
much money and it only stretches so far.
Yet, even when armed with knowledge and a 
greater understanding of dollars and cents, the fact 
remains that your office requires people to handle 
the workload. 
So, what’s a medical office manager to do?

Benefits of contract employees
One option is to hire a contract employee. 
Contractors, also known as freelancers, bring skills 
and expertise to the workplace without the high 
overhead.
Because a contract employee is self-employed, she 
or he pays her or his own Social Security and other 
benefits. You essentially save the 40 percent or 
more you’d be paying in benefits.
Sounds almost too good to be true, right? It is. 
Here’s the thing. A contractor has to pay all 

expenses, including Social Security, health 
insurance, retirement savings, and so forth, out of 
pocket; therefore, the rate she or he charges has to 
consider, if not include, these costs.
Still, when you compare what you pay a full-time 
employee (salary plus 40 percent) to the rate a 
contract employee charges, you may come out 
ahead financially.
As important, by working with a contractor you can 
hire a person who has the skills you require without 
making a long-term commitment.
A contractor arrangement is ideal for special 
projects and tasks that fall outside the scope of 
typical office activity. For example, launching or 
re-launching your practice’s website might benefit 
from a contractor’s expertise. Similarly, a major 
system conversion may temporarily increase 
the workload and require project management 
assistance, as well as other staff.
Of course, in order to contract with a freelancer 
you must first find an individual with the skills you 
require. Fortunately, this shouldn’t be difficult. 
There are numerous job boards specifically aimed 
at connecting employers with skilled, freelance 
workers, including FlexJobs, Guru, and Elance, 
among others.

Benefits of temporary employees
Although a contract employee may indeed be a 
temporary worker, the term “temporary employee” 
or “temp” usually refers to an individual with 
whom an employer makes a work arrangement 

http://www.VanguardCommunications.net/hpi-100-rankings/
http://www.VanguardCommunications.net/hpi-100-rankings/


Before approaching a freelancer with the intention of entering 
into a contractor arrangement, it’s important to determine what 
role the individual you seek will play.
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through an employment agency specializing in 
temporary assignments.
Indeed, the arrangement is usually not with the 
individual but with the staffing agency.
Staffing agencies, such as Kelly Services 
Healthcare Workforce Solutions, Interim 
HealthCare, Maxim Staffing Solutions - Allied 
Health, and others, place skilled workers in all 
kinds of medical office jobs, including clerical, 
financial, and human resource positions. 
The requirements of the job will dictate what a 
practice will pay for an individual’s services. The 
staffing agency sets the rates, which includes its fee.
Where you pay a contract employee directly, temp 
workers are paid through the agency for whom they 
work. Your practice becomes the agency’s client.

Knowing what you require
Before approaching a freelancer with the intention 
of entering into a contractor arrangement or 
contacting a staffing agency to hire a temporary 
worker, it’s important to determine what role the 
individual you seek will play. 
Job responsibilities are a given, but you should also 
ask, and answer, these questions: 

 j How long do you expect the assignment to last?
 j How many hours per week are required?
 j What is the work schedule?
 j Is there any flexibility with regard to 
scheduling?

 j Can the job tasks be performed from a remote 
location?

 j Does the initial assignment include the 
possibility of additional work?

 j Is there a possibility that the arrangement will 
lead to a full-time, permanent position?

A busy medical practice often requires additional staff – 
for special projects, to fill in for vacationing employees, 
to assume the job responsibilities of employees on 
medical leave, and sometimes simply because a heavy 
workload necessitates additional support.

Today’s contractors and temporary employees have 
a wide range of skills. They can help you get almost 
any job done, and make your job a little easier.  


